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Though the Kuchipudi dance was a very

ancient art form, nobody noticed the existence of
this style for a long period. The reasons are
unknown. This dance style was completely
omitted, in the books of dance by Indians as well
as foreign authors on Indian culture. Kuchipudi
Bhagavatulu never bothered to travel far. They
travelled to nearly states like Tamil Nadu,
Karnataka and Kerala to exhibit their tradition
and talent. In particular they entirely depended
on public patronage. About six months in year
they practised dance and when they were not
busy with their harvests they used to go out
touring. Every Brahmin family, which was living
in Kuchipudi village was devoted to Kuchipudi
dance and was provided with lands. They were
contented with their limited resources and
comforts.

Telugu and Sanskrit were the languages
used for Kuchipudi dance lyrics, and especially
Telugu in Yakshaganas performed by Kuchipudi
Bhagavatulu, without knowing this language, it
is difficult for a common man to understand and
appreciate any dance form especially for a dance
dramas where Vallika Abhinaya was
predominent. In other parts of the Country,
especially north, Telugu Would not be understood.
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